[Embryonic genome activation].
After fertilization in mammals, the genome of the newly formed embryo is first transcriptionally inactive. Development is then strictly dependent on the maternally inherited RNA and proteins present in the oocyte that were accumulated before ovulation during oocyte growth and maturation. The onset of transcription specific to the embryo, referred to as "embryonic genome activation (EGA)", is initiated later during development at various preimplantation stages according to species. Transcriptional activity can be underlined thanks to several approaches such as precursors incorporation in newly synthesized RNA and expression of reporter genes. These studies show that EGA is established in two phases: a "minor" one, first with reduced transcriptional activity and that does not require any specific transcription factor; second, a "major" phase with rapidly increasing transcription. Upon major activation, newly synthesized RNA/proteins are essential for further embryonic development. EGA is dependent on the availability and activity of the basal transcriptional machinery components but also on the structural modifications of the nuclei after fertilization. Indeed, during the first embryonic cycles, the maternal and paternal genome undergo intense chromatin remodeling that could be a key regulator of embryonic transcription.